Xtreme™ By Fireplace Xtrordinair
A Fireplace That Goes To Xtreme Lengths

Fireplace Xtrordinair once again breaks all the rules for fireplace design, performance, and durability with its Xtreme™ fireplace. Its linear, clean face style boasts a breath-taking five feet wide by 20 inches tall fire landscape filled with a stunning flame and brilliance. This remarkable new fireplace will capture your attention the moment you walk into the room. Whether you’ve installed the fireplace in your foyer, great room, or in your outside covered living space the Xtreme will brighten your room with lighting and elegant ambiance, even if you’ve turned the fire off. The Xtreme’s drama begins with the sparkle of the glass floor and the radiant, adjustable under lighting that shines up through your choice of platinum, bronze or cobalt blue glass and is further emphasized with standard overhead lighting. With the option of the incredible interior Fire Sculptures there is no other fireplace on the market that even comes close to its versatility, sophistication, and overall beauty.
This Xtreme fireplace shown with black enamel interior line, Maui Grove Fire Sculpture, satin black Studio Trim and stainless steel Wall Panel options.
Turn on the fire and let the extraordinary scene unfold before your eyes. The Xtreme can present a low, sultry fire or, when turned on high, produce 90,000 Btu’s of gorgeous, yellow flames. Amplify the interior reflection of this magnificent fire by adding your choice of a Black Enamel or Stainless Steel liner. You can enjoy the bold, exquisite fire in comfort and add some flair to your summer parties.

Define your style by personalizing your Xtreme Fireplace with one of three limited edition custom art pieces; you can choose from the weathered wood of the Tahoe Drift, the bamboo groves of the Hawaiian islands in the Maui Grove or the distinguished markings of the white paper birch tree found in the North Wood design. Revel in this ground-breaking idea as these striking fire sculptures represent a medium that has never before been used in conjunction with fire. Make a personal statement today – the Xtreme, by Fireplace Xtrordinair.
Xtreme fireplace shown with Stainless Steel interior liner and Stainless Steel Studio Trim option.
**Xtreme Features**

- Linear presentation of fire compliments a broad range of architectural styles
- Direct Vent Gas Fireplace in a contemporary clean face design utilizes 10” Type B venting with two 6” air intakes.
- Landscape fireview - 60” W x 20” H (1,200 sq. in.)
- BTU Range:  
  - High - 90,000/hr. (NG /LP)  
  - Low - 42,000/hr. (NG) 56,500/hr. (LP).
- Flame turndown ratio 54% (NG) 48% (LP).
- Natural gas or propane models.
- Standard Accent Lighting. Overhead lighting is 70 watts, can be turned ON/OFF and has three levels of intensity. Under glass lighting is 350 watts with ON/OFF control.
- Remote Control - Provides the ultimate in cruise control operation of the fireplace.
- Modular ribbon burner allows you to turn down flames when less fire is desired.
- Fireplaces are custom assembled to order, allow 6-8 weeks from date of order.

**GreenSmart Remote Control**

Our Xtreme fireplace comes standard with the GreenSmart Remote Control handset which gives you unlimited control of your fireplace. Includes backlit LCD screen and wall mounted holder.

The Remote Control features:

1. Flame Height (six settings)
2. Burner ON/OFF, manual control
3. Top and bottom Accent Lights: ON/OFF and top light offers intensity (three settings)

Note: This fireplace cannot be used or connected to a thermostat.
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Interior Liners.

The Xtreme fireplace requires an interior liner to finish your final installation. Each liner can be finished off with your choice of glass media on the floor.

There are three beautiful liners available to choose from.

Black Painted Interior - Simple and clean flat black finish.

Black Enamel Interior - Luscious gloss black to accent the glow and flickering flames on the back and sides of the fireplace.

Stainless Steel Interior - Brushed stainless reflects the fire like a mirror and gives a multiple dimension and presentation of the fire.

Interior Liner Options

Choose one of three different Interior Liners. A liner is required on all installations.
For the ultimate outdoor room the Xtreme fireplace can be installed outside when covered by an extended roof overhang. Consult your Fireplace Xtrordinair dealer for specifications on outdoor installation. Shown with stainless steel interior liner and optional Tahoe Drift Fire Sculpture.
Fire Sculptures
Limited edition fire art.

Fire Sculptures are unique art pieces designed and executed by Travis Industries President and Head of Design, Kurt Rumens and fine artist Jamie Hurtt. Fire Sculptures present a new medium that has never before been presented in the accompaniment of fire. Fireplace Xtrordinair offers the Fire Sculptures as a gallery of four hand-finished and hand-painted fine art designs.

These optional Fire Sculptures installed in our gas fireplaces will create magical gathering places for story tellers in the night.

This drift wood sculpture has the feel of the ages. Imagine a seedling taking root in the soil near an Alpine Lake centuries ago. The elements do their best to age, weather and eventually dislodge that mighty tree from the earth, where a portion of a great limb is broken off and swept into the water to be further changed by wind and water. Eventually this limb washes onto a quiet shore, baking and bleaching in the hot sun. This hand-carved ceramic sculpture is our interpretation of that dramatic story of nature.

This is a sculpture of contrast, of ice and fire. The hand-painted paper birch suggest that a hidden surprise awaits amongst the dappled saplings, much like a Bev Doolittle painting. The paper white birch and crushed glass create an icy cool contrast to the surprise - a spectacular ribbon of fire, five feet long, that is the backdrop to the North Woods Fire Sculpture.
In a land born of fire, Maui the Valley Island, is the host to some of the most beautiful tropical forest on the planet. For years Kurt has explored the forest and bamboo groves that dot Maui’s lush valleys and has noticed that fire has occasionally reclaimed the bamboo groves and yet the bamboo would always return in this ancient dance. This concept of renewal sets the stage for the Fire Sculpture - Maui Grove.

The spiral of life - is an ancient symbol of Celtic beliefs. The Celts believed that all life moved in eternal cycles, regenerating at each turn of the spiral. The spiral chain moves in one single line without a beginning or an end, suggesting a continuous movement of time. The Celts also believed that all important things were a continuous chain of mind, body, and spirit. This concept of life sets the stage for the Fire Sculpture - Spiral Chain.
Glass Media Options

Choose one of three different glass media colors. Glass media is required for installation.

Reflective Platinum Glass

Bronze Glass

Cobalt Blue Glass
Xtreme fireplace shown with black enamel interior liner and Tahoe Drift Fire Sculpture option.
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**Studio Surround Trim Options**

The Studio trim option fits around the perimeter of the fireplace framing the Xtreme like a beautiful picture.

Studio Surround Trim is 71 1/2” Wide x 31 1/2” Tall

**Wall Panel Options**

Finish off your Xtreme fireplace with one of three wall panel options. The two piece Wall Panel Option is 90” Wide x 60” Tall when assembled.
**Model 6020 Xtreme™ Installation**

The dimensions and clearances on this page are for reference only! Refer to the Owner’s Manual prior to installation.

**NOTE:** Improper installation of your gas appliance or failure to operate it in accordance to the guidelines detailed in the Owner’s Manual may negate your warranty and endanger your home and family. Installation information is available on our website at www.fireplacex.com. We recommend all Fireplace Xtrordinair appliances be installed and maintained on an annual basis by your Specialty Hearth Retailer.

### Dimensions

(a) Measurement to Cover Box (back edge)
(b) Front Edge (front edge of framing)
(c) Framing Set-Back
(d) Facing Guide (protrudes to the front of drywall)

### Framing Dimensions

Min. Framing Dims. – Inlet Through Rear Wall or Sides

Min. Framing Dims. – Inlet from Behind Fireplace

### Clearances To Combustibles

- Clearance to Side of Fireplace: 3” (76mm). Do not place insulation in this space.
- When installed, walls in front of the fireplace must be a minimum 3” (76mm) to the side of the fireplace.
- Clearance to back of cover box: 0” (0mm)

### Safety Testing and Listings

Decorative Product: Not for use as a heating appliance. Tested and Listed by Intertek ( Warnock Hersey) to ANSI Z221.50b-2009/CSA 2.22b-2009 - Report #3183426. The listing label is chained to the appliance near the glass frame. This decorative fireplace cannot be used with, or connected to a thermostat. Doing do will void the warranty.
**Warranty**

Your gas fireplace is backed by a network of Specialty Hearth Dealers and certified factory trained Installers. Fireplace Xtrordinair’s Limited Lifetime Warranty warrants our products to be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 5 years from date of purchase. All parts, electronics (except light bulbs), and labor are covered for a full 2 years. Trim and faces are covered for a period of one year. No other manufacturer’s warranty can compare.

**Additional Fireplace Xtrordinair Products**

If you are in the market for additional hearth products, Fireplace Xtrordinair manufactures a full line of wood burning, gas burning and electric fireplaces and wood and gas burning fireplace inserts.

**Electric Fireplaces**

Fireplace Xtrordinair offers two styles of electric fireplaces. The 564E Electric Fireplace offers the convenience of adding an electric heating fireplace to any room within your home. With no venting required, installation can be completed in as little as one hour. The Illuminations™ Electric Candlescapes offers a selection of mood-setting ambient light in landscape and portrait-style models.

**Gas Fireplaces**

If you are interested in the latest trend in fireplace design, Fireplace Xtrordinair’s fireplace line-up offers the look of a traditional open fireplace without grills or louvers. These fireplaces operate with the efficiencies and performance of a gas furnace.

**Fireplace Inserts**

(Wood or Gas)

Turn your old, open masonry or metal (zero clearance) fireplace into a clean, efficient source of heat for your home. Fireplace Xtrordinair offers a complete line of heater rated wood and gas inserts to fit virtually any existing fireplace.

**Wood Burning Fireplaces**

If you prefer heating with wood, Fireplace Xtrordinair also manufactures a line of EPA Certified clean burning fireplaces. Our whole-house wood burning fireplaces feature the remarkable Posi-Pressure complete home heating system without the need of duct work.